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Basic Documents in International Law draws together all of the most important documents needed for the study of international law. Collated by Ian Brownlie, a worldwide expert in the field, this book has provided students and practitioners with the most essential instruments giving a thorough grounding in this diverse and fascinating field of law. This sixth edition incorporates all key new documents within the field since the publication of the fifth edition in 2002, including the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. Since the first edition appeared in 1967, this collection of ba... Start by marking ‘Basic Documents in International Law’ as Want to Read: Want to Read saving... Want to Read. This is the new edition of the established text Basic Documents in International Law which is an essential resource for undergraduate students. The book provides an extensive collection of key materials covering all elements of the subject and incorporates all significant developments within this field that have occurred since the publication of the fourth edition in 1995. This is the new edition of the established text Basic Documents in International Law which is an essential resource for undergraduate students. Materials about International Human Rights Law. Materials about International Humanitarian Law. Materials about International Security Law. Materials about International Economic Law. Leading cases and opinions. Exams.
This edited collection of Basic Documents is the most authoritative selection of essential international law materials. Now in its fourth edition, this hugely popular textbook has been thoroughly updated and revised to incorporate all relevant developments. As with previous editions, the aim is to provide the student and practitioner with a carefully edited selection of key basic documents, and this new edition will continue to be the first point of reference for all those interested in International Law. Excerpt. The model of the first edition has been adhered to, and thus the object has been